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Abstract!

!

In this report I have documented the creative and technical process of creating a brand called
‘Pure Gold’. There have been many outputs to my brand such as; logo design, web design,
branding, film and magazine design. I have analysed the whole process in such stages as
background and literature review, looked into the magazine industry, typography design and films.
In design development the sections are about sketching, logo and branding design, web design,
layout, magazine design and film. In this report I have evaluated the whole project through
feedback and comments I received and surveys that people took part in. !

!
1. Introduction!
!

The project is titled ‘Pure Gold’ which is a brand I have created through this project. In this project,
my aim was to create a creative magazine. ‘Pure Gold’ symbolises some of the best creative works
locally and internationally. It is a chance for artists and designers work to be recognised,
showcased and promoted. The target audience is males and females who are aged 18-30. At the
beginning of this project the type of work that I wanted to put in the magazine was art, design,
music and also lifestyle such as travel and style. As the project went on, gathering content was
harder than expected, and the types of content collated was art and design and also a style
section. The disciplines worked in for this project was Graphic Design for internet, print and Moving
Image. The aim of the project was to create branding, a website or a some sort of web presence, a
magazine or publication and short films.!

!

I wanted to create something that is designed well, refreshing to read and it feels nice to hold in
your hand. Even though the digital world is becoming quite dominant in this generation, I think that
print is still very popular in certain areas/age groups and is still a beneficial way to promote an
event. There are plenty of magazines in the industry that have been poorly designed with no
negative space and cramming in adverts to fill up space in a page, but I wanted to treat this art
differently.!

!

The sections in this essay is, Background; where I have outlined my goals and background in
Graphic Design, Literature Review; is where I have discussed the books, journals, films and
websites that inspired me throughout the project also we will take a look at the high street
magazine industry. In the Design section, I will talk about my planning and sketching development.
In the Implementation section, I have outlined how I used Adobe software, Wordpress and Final
Cut Pro to help me produce final results. In the Evaluation section, I will discuss the interviews,
questionnaires, feedback comments on my project through evidence. In the Conclusion and
Further Work section, I will discuss my thoughts on the whole project and further work. The
Reference section has a list of references I use throughout this report in Harvard style and in the
Appendix section there is a list of all the figures throughout the report.!

!
2. Background!
!

These last four years during my degree I have been doing freelance work alongside, building
experience and my confidence and also working in my placement year as a Graphic Designer was
very helpful to me. I was certain that for my final project that Graphic Design would be my main
discipline and I could use my skills to create logo design, branding, typography and layout.
Although I am confident in designing for print, I wanted to challenge myself with more web design
in this project too. Throughout this final year in the degree I have become quite fond of filming,
even though I am just a beginner. In semester 1, I was awarded second place in the Allingham
Art’s festival 2013 for a film called ‘Autumnal Sonnet’ which I created. This encouraged me to
create more films and that is why I have incorporated it into my project also.!

!

In Spring, 2013 I had the wonderful opportunity to be the designer of the first issue of The Rag, by
Hope & Gloria (2013) which was great experience for me, working with a group of creative
individuals, collating content, going to photo shoots and working towards a strict timeframe.
3

Magazine design is something that inspires and excites me. I love to read magazines about art and
design, when they are designed in a way that is pleasing to look at and easy to read and that’s why
I wanted to create a brand that would showcase uniquely talented artists and designers. It has
been on my mind since last year and this was a great opportunity to test it out in my final project. !

!

In my Graphic Design placement year 2012-2013 I worked in the Department of Regional
Development. I had the opportunity to create a range of publications and booklets with the largest
being around 100 pages. I learned so much about type setting, hierarchy and layout and I have
now brought this knowledge with me into my final project.!

!

Before the final project started, we had to do a project proposal presentation. Even though I had
prepared for it, I was still quite nervous. I was very passionate about this project idea that I had no
other options in my mind at this point. Thankfully, it went well and I had no negative feedback. The
concerns were about the amount of work I was willing to take on. I was setting my standards high
and then seeing how it unfolds during the project. Some of my personal goals for this project at this
point was; to grow as a designer, to produce my best design work to date, to get better at web
design, to get better at hand lettering and to explore unique printing outcomes.!

!

A few days after the proposals, every student was assigned supervisors and groups. I was happy
with my supervisors; primary Padraic Lynch & secondary Terry Quigley. I was then put in with a
great bunch of creative people whom are working on very different projects, but all Graphic Design
related so we can relate to each other and give one another advice during the next 16 weeks.!

!
2.1 Literature Review!
!

In this project, I researched several types of work in design that influenced the project including;
typography design, branding, web design, printing techniques, publications and film. The research
was ongoing throughout the project, I was constantly finding new inspiration. I created folders on
Pinterest, (2014) where I collated some research online. During this research process I looked at
recent trends in Typography Design; Carson, N (2013) stated that hand drawn typography and
calligraphy was recently one of the big trends. In Graphic Design, Carson, N (2013) stated that
crafting and using stamps and stencils has been very popular and that is something I was
interested doing for the project. I liked the idea of exploring hand drawn styles and the works ‘Rock
beats scissors’ by Sean Tulgetske, (2013) (Figure 1) and ‘Radiant’ by Nathan Yoder, (2013)
inspired me to do so. !

!

Figure 1!
‘Rock Beats Scissors’ by Sean Tulgetske (2013).!
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There are so many magazines in the industry where the design fails, in my opinion. They use
cheap paper and put loads of advert pages that puts me off, basic typography used and not much
negative space which means the text and imagery is crammed into the space. Magazines such as
OK, (2013) (Figure 2).!

!

Figure 2!
‘March 2014 Cover’ by OK (2014).!

These magazines focus on gossip. The media have photoshopped woman to look skinny, putting a
strain on woman all around the world to look beautiful and perfect like the pictures in the
magazines. In a Glamour survey, Dreisbach, S, (2012) 1000 woman discuss their views on
retouching imagery and how it is harmful for eating disorders and self esteem.!

!

In Pure Gold magazine, I want to honour people and their work. I want to encourage their unique
art and also build them up. I believe everyone has a creative ability, not everyone see’s it or uses it
and everyones art is different and unique to their own self and vulnerability.!

!

One of the magazine publications that continues to inspire me is called Frankie (2014) (Figure 3). It
is my most favourite of all magazines at the moment. I have been buying them since 2011. What
inspires me is that the content is very unique. The content ranges from design, art, travel, home
and lifestyle. The styling is quite vintage looking. They use around the same 3/4 typefaces in every
issue which makes it consistent and I like that they don't change the header fonts to something
different every time. I appreciate the layout of the pages, the negative space, how the images are
laid on the page in sometimes grid forms. I also like the personal touch with crafting things such as
making envelopes from the patterns given and posters / calendars which is a nice idea that has
influenced the Pure Gold magazine.!

!

Figure 3!
Frankie, 2014, Issue 57!

!
5

I appreciate a magazine called Darling (2014). It is specifically for woman and I think it is
completely different to the magazines that are available on the high street. The brand ethos is
about the art of being a woman and how they are set apart from vanity, materialism, degradationthey believe that woman are valued human beings and they are interesting, beautiful and here on
earth for a purpose. I think that blows any other high street magazine out of the water. In design
terms, I think it has a clean layout throughout and I like the fact that they do not retouch imagery.!

!

As I was researching into filming I stumbled across a range of films by the magazine Kinfolk
(2013). The one I liked the most was Kinfolk (2013) produced by Matt and Julie Walker of Tiger in a
Jar. The style of it really inspired me. The slow motion shots captured beautiful scenes and the
close up shots were very tasteful, the film itself was really short and sweet. The soundtrack is very
relaxing and works really well with the slow motion shots.!

!

On March 21 2014 for the weekend I attended a design conference called Offset in Dublin with a
group from Design for Creative Practise. I picked up loads of advice and inspiration from some
famous designers such as Jessica Walsh and Neville Brody. There were certain seminars that I
went to that was specific to the work I am doing in publications such as the It’s Nice That story.
One of the things I remember from the talk was to make the cover of a zine stand out from other
magazines on the shelf, so that someone is intrigued and wants to pick it up.!

!
3. Design!
!
3.1 User Preference!
!

At the beginning of this project, I created an online survey on Survey Monkey (2013) called
‘Research Survey’ (Figure 4) which helped to find out what exactly people wanted to read and see
examples of in the magazine content. The content that people voted for most in design was
Graphic Design, Typography and Illustration. The content that people wanted to see and to read
about in the magazine in art was Drawing and Painting. Music, Travel and Style were also voted for
but it all depended on how easy or hard collating content would be.!

!

Figure 4!
User survey results!

!
3.2 Reflective Blog and Social Media Sharing!
!

On my reflective online blog is where all of my thoughts, decisions and design outcomes were
recorded and uploaded to the website. This was updated mostly every day throughout the project.
Blogging is a skill of mine and something that I feel is strangely natural to me. I love connecting
through certain social media sites; I use Instagram the most where I post pictures, Tumblr where I
have my blog Allyson Black (2013) and Twitter. I find it a good platform to get feedback about
projects I am working on and I can connect and chat with other designers.!

!
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!
3.3 One on ones, Group Meetings and Roulette Presentations!
!

Roulette presentations were scheduled every 4 weeks. Every student’s name was listed on a web
generated spinning wheel and people would randomly get picked to present and sometimes would
even win a prize. This was a good way to hear about everyones project (those who presented) to
get some fresh inspiration and give them feedback or critique in certain areas. Even though
personally it is not my favourite thing in the world to do presentations but I do know it builds my
confidence and it is good to find out if you are on the right track. I find that every so often I get
stuck with my design because I have been staring at it for so long. It is helpful to have a different
pair of eyes looking at what I am working on. I will always listen to the feedback and critique and
will change things it if will improve the design.!

!

We had one on ones occasionally with our supervisor. It was a good time to get more specific
feedback and guidance for whatever stage we were at in that moment.!

!

Every other week we had group meetings where we individually outlined what stage we were at
and what had to be done next. I know that if I was struggling in any way I could email or pop in to
see my supervisor at any time, which was very reassuring.!

!

At the week 8 presentation, I chose to go up and present. This was not a roulette presentation on
this day. The feedback was about short print runs for the Pure Gold magazine and funding. At this
point these were things that I had already considered but I had still wanted to print and stitch the
magazine by myself and certain types of funding wasn't an option because I am still a student.!

!
3.4 Schedule!
!

I created a schedule at the beginning at the project that I obviously intended to stay on top of. I
wanted to have my logo design and branding finished by week 4, finalise the website by week 6,
send magazine to print on week 12 and finish the film on week 13. As the project went on I began
to fall off schedule slightly and when circumstances at home got difficult, that didn't help either. By
the 9th week, I made a new schedule that I would stick to from that point onwards. I admit I
probably was trying to do too much in this project for the time scale. Although I do like to challenge
myself and I didn't want to change a thing about my project.!

!3.5 Brand Ethos!
!

The values and descriptors that the Pure Gold brand stands by is; variety, unique, honour and
inspire. Pure Gold magazine will have a variety of creative work shared inside, different unique
styles, to honour and encourage the work and the artist / designer and to inspire people. Pure Gold
wants to provide a platform where creative people can showcase their work. Handcrafting takes
much time and effort but this is a good skill to use, I think it also makes each magazine slightly
different which gives a nice personal feel for the person receiving it.!

!
3.6 Logo Design!
!

For the initial logo branding firstly, I explored a range of different styles. Styles including script
typography which would symbolise elegance and the style would work really well with the name
‘Pure Gold’. Handwritten typography style which would symbolise handcrafting and make it
personal and I also looked into minimal typography design which a lot of magazines seemed to
have but I steered away from this one very quickly.!

!

I started off this process with sketching and using a range of pencils and pens to get a range of
results. I attended a calligraphy workshop in the 1st year class of Design for Creative Practise that
was fun and helpful. There were a few of my early sketches I liked and wanted to develop more on
the computer. I focused on heavily flourishing outside of the letters creating a swirly border which I
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thought looks luxurious and symbolises freedom in creativity. When I was sketching a script
typography style I looked at the book Typography Sketchbooks; Heller, S & Talearico, L (2011)
which helped to have a reference of certain letters while drawing.!

!
3.7 Storyboarding for Promotional Video and Interview Film!
!

My storyboard style drawings are not very detailed. I do not see the point in spending loads of time
on them. For me, it just helps me lock down the basic idea, camera angle, location, sound, props
and from there I may do a few different variations. I like to bring the storyboard with me when I am
recording the footage which helps me to not stray, although I do like to get different shots that I
may or may not use later on in editing. I roughly sketched out camera angles; overhead views of
items and tools you would use for art, design and style. I also sketched out some rough close up
camera angles to give more variety in the film.!

!

The idea for this film was to have a relaxed interview with an artist called Liz Simpson. For this
story board, I decided to draw up a very rough one as I was unsure of what the set up would be for
filming. I thought it could start with a personal touch of pouring tea and greeting each other with
background noises for sound. Then it will lead into Liz introducing herself and then having close up
shots of her painting. Then some more answers to the questions and voice overs with the footage
of her painting. The questions I asked her was; Who are you, where are you from and what do you
do? Were you always a creative person? When did you start painting? What is your favourite thing
to paint? What inspires you? What is your creative process? What atmosphere helps you to paint?
I did not use all questions in the film, it was just to get enough footage that I can work with. I was
inspired by the style of a short film; Tiger in a Jar (2013) I loved the relaxed style, with a voiceover
and this influenced the style of the interview film I created.!

!
4 Implementation !
!
4.1 Logo Design Development!
!

After sketching ideas, I began to create vector versions on Adobe Illustrator of the designs I
thought that had the best composition, typography and style. I used the pen tool and traced over
my drawing on the computer. After that, I was able to create variations of them easily and quickly. !

!

Then I created some digital versions using fonts in the three different styles I was exploring. At this
point, I had many ideas but I knew it was time to narrow it down to the best designs. (Figure 5)!

!

Figure 5!
Logo Designs!

I then narrowed down the designs out of 3 that I thought where best but there was one I especially
liked which was my hand drawn script style but for some feedback I asked my supervisors Padraic
and Terry. Then I created a completely new logo version and asked for more feedback. After
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getting feedback on this I knew it was the right decision to go back to my own handmade script
typography style and to fix it and finalise it. That design had more character; it was handmade by
myself and it symbolises what the brand is, so this was the way forward.!

!
4. 2 Final Logo Design!
!

It took me longer than I had expected to finalise the logo. I had originally scheduled that my logo
design and branding would be finished on week 3 but in reality it was week 4. The advice Padraic
gave me was to not rush this stage as it is a vital part of the project. I used Adobe Illustrator to fix
the kerning between the letters, to centre the words, fixed the lines, strokes and curves of the
letters and then made the flourishing more balanced and more pleasing to the eye. At this point, I
asked for feedback from some friends who are graduate design students and my classmates and
asked them to pick between 2 versions that they liked best and I went with that one. Finally, I was
very happy to get that finished and now I could get going with the rest of the project. The final Pure
Gold logo has 5 variations as the main logo has a full flourish around the typography, the other
variations are horizontal type and the other vertical type without the flourishing, the monogram with
flourishing and monogram without flourishes. This way the logo can be used in many formats.
(Figure 6)!

!

Figure 6!
Final Logo Design!

4.3 Branding Design!

!

After designing the logo it was time to finalise all colouring for the brand. At the beginning of this
process I was not very sure what colour scheme to go with for Pure Gold. Firstly, I mocked up
some different colour schemes. I used a Photoshop mock up from Graphic Burger (2013) to
visualise how the gold foil blocking would look with my magazine cover idea. Black and gold go
very well together (Figure 7) although I didn't want to create a colour scheme that was very cliche.
Putting my logo design with certain colours also made it look like different personality; e.g. wedding
invitations, restaurant. I experimented with different colours and weights of paper. I used a
Photoshop template I bought from Original Mockups (2013) that helped to visualise the layout of
the branding set.!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Figure 7!
Colour Scheme Mock Up!

!!
!

For the final branding design I used a template by Original Mockups (2013) again to help me
visualise the branding I then used it in Adobe Photoshop, placing in my own designs. I settled with
a colour scheme (Figure 8) that was not cliche but eye catching and also consistent with the
handmade styling throughout the brand. Yellow, gold, brown paper and black. I also created a
brand guidelines booklet in Adobe Indesign. I used a font which looks like stamped letters and I
thought that would work really well.!

!

Figure 8!
Final Branding Mock Up!

4.4 Website Design Development and Social Media!

!

My first ideas for the web design were simple clean layouts with a large image slider for the home
page. The website had to have sections such as Home, About, Articles, Shop and Contact. I
created 3 home page ideas quickly on Adobe Indesign. The designs where very minimal (Figure 9)
and had the navigation bar, image slider and logo on the top left.!

!
!
!
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Figure 9!
Web Design Idea!

The website design was the most challenging part for me in this brief as I am more used to
creating designs for print. I was not sure what kind of platform to use as I was originally going to
use Adobe Dreamweaver- because I have used it before in my second year of my degree but after
my first project presentation it was recommended that I use a theme from Themeforest (2014) and
Wordpress (2003) to customise. I then started looking at the huge range of themes out there,
which I got lost in for a while searching through. Finally, I decided on buying Mexin (2012) for $55
(Figure 10). I thought that the design of that particular template had what I wanted. It had a Home
page with slider images, a blog page where I could post articles, it supported film media, it enables
a shop page and not forgetting the design was clean and the interface was easy to navigate. The
theme was very customisable where I could change the colours, imagery, fonts and many more
options. It was then recommended to me that I use Vidahost (2014) for the hosting site where I
purchased a 2 year contract and I then also registered a domain name for Pure Gold which is
www.puregoldmagazine.co.uk. I then installed Wordpress and started to develop it into my design,
constantly reading through the template developers notes on how to customise the theme. This
was the biggest challenge for me, as I have created web designs in Adobe Dreamweaver before
but it took a few solid days to get familiar with using Wordpress as a platform.!

!

Figure 10!
Mexin Template!

I also researched into the E-Commerce side of the website and specifically into SSL (Secure
Socket Layer) certificates for the shop page on the website, the actual certificate is very expensive
and because Pure Gold is not an official business I was not sure whether to purchase this or not.
After discussing it with a friend who is a web designer I decided that Paypal (1999-2014) is the
best payment program for the shop on the website as it means I do not have to deal with peoples
credit card details, it will redirect to the Paypal website for the payment. !

!

The statistics We Are Social (2014) show that over 1,184m people used the social networking site
Facebook (2004) in January 2014. Social media is where much of the news gets spread around
11

different circles. It is easy to use and share. After finding out these statistics I then created a page
for Pure Gold and have begun to update the page with information about the magazine.!

!

When customising this theme I changed the header image slider, added a video to the homepage,
changed the information and added different pages to the website. I changed some of the colours
at this point but as you can see some of the colours where still untouched. When changing the
header slider- for some reason I could not get it the correct size, no matter how many times I tried
in Adobe Photoshop, changing the pixels. I am not sure why this problem occurred and it seems I
was not the only one with the problem, when I looked at the templates forum page. (Figure 11)!

!

Figure 11!
Beginning To Customise Site!

As the project went on, I had to focus on the magazine for a few weeks and I left the website to be
finished after. I then decided that because I found it confusing using Wordpress as a platform, I
created a Tumblr (2006) website instead- in fact, I wish I chose this at the beginning of this
process. Although I understand, it is all about the process, failures and successes that then brings
us to the final moment of this project. Tumblr is a website I have been using for a long time now
and I personally think it is easy to customise themes and create new posts. I started this process
with customising the DNS server via my domain provider so that the IP address would point to
Tumblr. I used online support with my domain provider where I could discuss this change and it
helped me make this change to my domain. This took 12-24 hours to propagate. In this waiting
time I searched through Tumblr themes that I thought would work well with my branding, I chose a
theme called Atmosphere (2014) bought from Tumblr that has a photo header and large image
posts. I thought this would be best as I could post the films I have created on that page, which
goes back to some advice I had received at the beginning of the project, which was to have a blog
style site where the films are posted. There is also a Shop link on the website that is ‘coming soon’
as I am going to make a shop on Etsy (2014) and redirect the Shop link to the Pure Gold Etsy
profile where people can buy the magazines and hopefully other items.!

!
4.5 Networking and Content Gathering!
!

Gathering the content for the Pure Gold magazine was continuous in the project up until I started
designing the actual publication. The magazine was the main part of the project. I had no idea how
it would turn out at this point. The fact that I had to personally search for the content was a lot of
work. As a designer, I would rather be given loads of content that I can choose from and design a
layout that works with the artwork.!

!

Networking with people helped me to grow in my people skills. In the beginning I asked the artists
and designers that were already in my mind to be involved, I contacted them through e-mail. After
that, I made some lists and researched into who I could choose and ask. From the first user survey
I created, I tried to get as many artists and designers based on the feedback I had received. For
the style section I had to create a photography agreement form (Figure 12) on Adobe Indesign and
export it as a PDF so then the photographer could print it and use when taking photographs of
‘Street Style’ and people locally in the cities with their permission.!
12

!

Figure 12!
Photography Agreement Form!

I then emailed certain people that I found online and explained my project in detail and asked if
they wanted to be a part of it. Everyone was very encouraging, most people agreed to put their
artwork in and they were really interested in the project. In this email, I attached a promotional
video which also helped to explain what it is about.!

!
4.6 Handmade Styling Techniques!
!

The first handmade technique explored was gold foiling. I didn't think it was possible to do it at
home until I researched about it and found a way on a online blog Jones, J (2012). It was
something I had been thinking about from the beginning of the project and I knew that it would cost
hundreds of pounds at a professional printers, obviously I am not willing to spend that much. I
created the gold foil blocking (Figure 13) with gold foil, an iron and a black ink print from a Brother
HL-1110 laser printer. !

!

Figure 13!
DIY Gold Foil!

When the logo was finalised, I experimented with foiling on different colours of stock and weight of
paper. I practised until I got a perfect foil transfer. This took much time and patience. I learned a
better way to create the foil blocking, instead of ironing the foil to the paper- put the print with the
foil on top through a laser printer as it uses heat.!
13

!

After this I bought a custom made stamp from The English Stamp Company (2012), I was so
pleased with the effect it gives the logo. I used the stamp on the 8.5cm x 5.5cm Pure Gold
business cards (Figure 14). The card I used was a brown/grey chipboard that I had in the house
and I cut each card down to the correct size by hand. I used gold metallic spray on the edges to
create a coloured edge inspired by Blush Publishing (2014) design of The Ubiquitous
Manufacturing Company’s business cards (2011).!

!

Figure 14!
Gold Edges!

!!
!

I then purchased a custom wax seal stamp as I thought that would also be a nice small design
feature for the back of the envelopes (Figure 15). !

!

Figure 15!
Wax Seal!

This was when I realised I was thinking of every tiny detail. The project has been getting even
more handmade as the weeks go by. I created a range of booklets on Adobe Indesign for the
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deadline to document some of the imagery and the design process that I went through to create
my logo and specific handmade processes.!

!

I created a letter that I would personalise when sending out the magazine to people that have
contributed work or bought the magazine. I also created 3 hand lettered poster designs that would
be posted along with the magazine to people who buy it.!

!
4.7 Magazine Design!
!

Before jumping into the final design, I wanted to try 3 different stylings so I mocked up some
double page spreads using Adobe Indesign. This helped me visualise what it could look like and
instead of jumping in with one idea I could pick the best outcome out of 3. There are some small
design features that I like in Kinfolk (2014) magazine such as the simple slip page with logo and
the footer which has influenced my idea (Figure 16).!

!

Figure 16!
Magazine Spread Idea!

I knew that the design would have to be A5 in size as I was going to print it myself and I wanted to
do gold foiling on the cover. As designing continued, I decided to settle on a layout (Figure 17) that
I thought was easy to read and that had a minimalistic design and not over crowding any pages. I
then changed the slogan on the cover page from ‘Art | Design | Style’ to ‘Design | Photography |
Art’ because the style section is a separate publication.!

!

Figure 17!
Final Magazine Design Layout!
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I then started to download all my content from my e-mails received on my iMac computer and then
place on to the pages using Adobe Indesign. I firstly did some test prints using my CMYK Inkjet
printer (Brother DCP-J4110DW) on 120 GSM uncoated paper for the insides. I also used my
Laser-jet printer (Brother HL-1110) for the cover artwork, on yellow 140 GSM paper and then
created gold foiling. At this point I was still waiting on some content to come through from artists
and designers. I tried different ways of binding the booklet including; machine sewing and hand
sewing. I finally settled on hand sewing a saddle stitch as I thought it looked better. I learned how
to do this by watching a video on Youtube (2014) by Sea Lemon (2012). I then had to purchase
some equipment that I needed in order to bind it properly such as; a bookbinding awl, thread and
bookbinding needles. After this, I made amendments to the text, alignment, type setting, changed
images using Adobe Photoshop from RGB to CMYK and 300 DPI for print, and placed all of the
content into the pages that were awaiting content. !

!
Finally; I then printed, gold foil blocked, cut out & stitched together the final magazine. (Figure 18)!
!
Figure 18!
Final Magazine Design!

!

!

For the style section, my idea was to have this part a different type of stock and publication to the
rest of the magazine, something that slides inside the magazine but you can take out of the
magazine and read when you fold it out. I started generating design ideas by using Indesign to
come up with some different cover pages. To help me visualise what the covers would look like in a
newspaper style I used a Photoshop template that I bought from Graphic River (2013) (Figure 19)
online to help me visualise. !

!

Figure 19!
Street Style Cover Mock Up!
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I then designed a 8 page publication on Adobe Indesign. I used a range of colours at the beginning
and then narrowed it down to one stand out colour throughout. I used images by Matthew Johnston
and written words by fashion blogger Vent Threads (2013), Megan-Caitlin who I have been in
contact throughout this project. I used a grid system (Figure 20) that helped me to place everything
in the correct place. I edited the images slightly through Adobe Photoshop.!

!

Figure 20!
Grid System!

There is a newspaper printing service called Newspaper Club (n.d) which prints newspaper style
publications and they have done a great job in printing them. They look like traditional newspapers
but with my design. I chose the cheapest process which is a 8pp Digital Tabloid and I ordered 50
copies.!

!

At this point, I created another survey on Survey Monkey (2014) called ‘Pure Gold’ to get some
important feedback on my final magazine.!

!
4.8 Ident!
!

The last time I used After Effects properly was in second year in Graphic Design class. I thought
that this would be a good opportunity to animate the Pure Gold logo and to make a short ident. It
took me a few hours in the computer lab to do as I was learning how to get to grips with the
software again. I used the stroke tool and traced over my image (Figure 21) of the logo, with each
line and then animated the stroke so that it would ‘write’ the logo. The end result I am not happy
with. The method did not do it perfectly as some parts of the logo appeared before they should.!

!

Figure 21!
After Effects Screen Shot!

!
4.9 Promotional Video & Interview Film!
!

I was inspired to do this promotional film in a cinematic wide view by watching a film by Kinfolk
(2014) produced by Matt and Julie Walker of Tiger in a Jar. I used software called Final Cut Pro for
editing. I took photographs and video footage on Nikon D3200 DSLR camera. I used the same
17

typography that was used throughout the branding. The song used was purchased on Audio
Network (2014) called Hidden Worlds (2012) I think it works well as it is subtle. The final one is
now up on Vimeo (2014) to view.!

!

I used a Nikon D3200 DSLR camera for the filming of the interview. Liz suggested we go to the
beach where she was going to be drawing for a current commission, so I was able to get some
footage of her drawing and walking on the beach. We also got some footage filmed at her house
when she was working on a painting and I filmed a 10-15 minute interview with her. I edited the
film using Final Cut Pro and separated the sound of her talking in the interview from the video and
used the sound as a voice over. I then used the footage in a way that it would compliment what she
was discussing in the voiceover recording. I found working with the voice over sound quite
challenging as I had to tweak it a lot, I used sound compressors and graphic equalisers in Final Cut
to fix the sound. I purchased a song from Audio Network (2014) called Alice In Atlantis (2013)
which is relaxing and works well with the imagery and voice over. The film is now uploaded to
Vimeo (2014) video sharing website.!

!
5. Evaluation!
!

Throughout the project I constantly got feedback from my classmates, friends, supervisor and my
mum. This helped to steer me in the right direction. Based on the results about the content on my
first survey Research Survey (2014) I believe that I collated most of the content that people wanted
in the magazine and there was a good variety, though I know there were some things I didn't get
the chance to put in like Film and Music. Some people that watched the Promotional video said
that it captured what Pure Gold is about. I also got feedback using Peek User Testing (2014) were
a random person tested the Pure Gold website. She said she understood more about the brand
when she clicked on the ‘About’ page but as she is not a ‘creative’ person so the website didn't
interest her. Other comments about the website was that the design looked consistent to the brand
with the colouring and typography but it possibly needs to have more information about the brand.
The comments I received about the Interview film was that it was very relaxed, beautiful and
natural. Another way I evaluated the project was in a survey I created on Survey Monkey called
Pure Gold (2014). The results showed that people thought the logo design represented creativity
and the overall branding represented the brand and the brand descriptors; Variety, Unique, Honour,
Inspire. The results also showed that the magazine made them feel inspired, the cover was eyecatching and different. In the results the people also stated that they thought the content was
quality and one-of-a-kind and that the layout and typography was easy to read and follow page to
page.!

!
6. Conclusion and Future work!
!

As you have read throughout this report, I felt like I was taking on a huge amount of work at times
but I am dedicated and quite a perfectionist so it was a great challenge for me. I think I got better at
hand lettering, which was one of my goals which brings me to the Pure Gold logo which I think is
good use of typography. I explored handmade stylings and different printing outcomes such as
gold foiling and using the Newspaper Club (2014) to print a publication. This project has given me
more experience in creating magazines which has helped me to refine my type setting and layout
and I have also gained experience in working with people. If I had more time I would of liked to
create 2 more interview films. I would also like to put different content in the magazine such as
music and film. Pure Gold is something I would like to continue on after this project, if I could sell
some copies. I am glad I learned how to do gold foiling at home, which is something I would like to
do more of and I now know how to stitch a booklet together. I am personally very happy about how
my final project went. It is great when you have an idea that begins in your mind and then over 16
weeks it turns into a real tangible thing, it’s fantastic.!

!
!
!
!
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Figure 1!
‘Rock Beats Scissors’ by Sean Tulgetske.!

Figure 2!
‘March 2014 Cover’ by OK.!

Figure 3!
Frankie, 2014, Issue 57!
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Figure 4!
User survey results!
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Figure 5!
Logo Designs!

Figure 6!
Final Logo Design!
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Figure 7!
Colour Scheme Mock Up!
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Figure 8!
Final Branding Mock Up!

Figure 9!
Web Design Idea!
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Figure 10!
Mexin Template!
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Figure 11!
Beginning To Customise Site!

Figure 12!
Photography Agreement Form!
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Figure 13!
DIY Gold Foil!

Figure 14!
Gold Edges!

Figure 15!
Wax Seal!
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Figure 16!
Magazine Spread Idea!

Figure 17!
Final Magazine Design Layout!

Figure 18!
Final Magazine Design!
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Figure 19!
Street Style Cover Mock Up!

Figure 20!
Grid System!

Figure 21!
After Effects Screen Shot!
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